**Senior Project for Computer Forensics Competitions**

The past 2 years, the California Cybersecurity Institute has hosted the California Cyber Innovation Challenge, the state-level high school cybersecurity competition championships. As part of this competition, high school students are challenged to perform computer forensics in simulated environments.

This **senior project** is to 1) learn some basic computer forensics, 2) create a test computer forensics scenario for high school students to practice on prior to the competition. And 3) work with an LAES student to create computer (disk) forensics images for the 2019 competition.

Ideal candidates are 1) interested in cyber security and 2) are available through late June to support the competition (remote access is fine). No prior experience in cybersecurity of computer forensics is required.

Interested? Have more questions? Contact Dr. Oliver (jyoliver@calpoly.edu)